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While the world is tuning in to a cable channel special about one of Appalachia's
oldest feuds this week, a different but just as boisterous debate rages on in a
realm not many may notice.

The war between union and independent workers may not be as old as the
Hatfield-McCoy feud, but some would say it's just as intense. And it gets
particularly heated when the issue of prevailing wage comes up.

"The prevailing wage has become, in the last 30 to 40 years, a political payoff
for unions," said Chandler Swope of Swope Construction in Bluefield. "It's a
pretty strong abuse of public money to just support labor unions."

Others opponents of prevailing wage allege the law, which dictates pay workers
receive on public projects, drive up construction costs and end up wasting
taxpayer money.

But Steve White with the Affiliated Construction Trades Foundation says nothing
could be further from the truth. Prevailing wage, he said, ensures that West
Virginia construction workers get paid a fair wage for work done on public
projects.

"Frankly, I think it's one of the best economic development laws that's ever been
passed," White said.

As the construction industry in West Virginia enters its busiest season, some
people wonder whether the state's prevailing wage laws will ever be changed,
and whether the two sides will ever be able to reach a truce.

Purpose of Prevailing Wage

The federal Davis-Bacon Act, established in 1936, required a legally mandated
"prevailing wage" to be paid on all public construction contracts of more than
$2,000. The Depression-era bill,  a bipartisan effort, had hopes of preserving
federal project work for local laborers who had been facing nationwide
unemployment.

Prevailing Wage was enacted in West Virginia in 1933.

"The West Virginia law requires any contractors performing public construction
work to be paid a certain hourly minimum wage rate that is similar to the rates
paid for construction work performed in the private sector," explains a 2008
study by the Public Policy Foundation of West Virginia on prevailing wage in
West Virginia.

The study states that the purpose of West Virginia's prevailing wage is to be
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sure companies that use state labor are not outbid on projects by firms that
could bring in lower-cost, out-of-state labor to perform the work.

"The law does this by mandating that all work performed under state funding
pay wage rates equal to the going market wage rates in the same local area as
the project," reads the study. "The greatest challenge in implementing prevailing
wage lies in estimating the true local market wage rates that are used to
determine the legal prevailing wage rates."

The law also includes health care and training requirements, which come into
play in arguments for and against prevailing wage.

White said the law has maintained its original intent and has led to a productive,
efficient construction industry.

"It continues to make sure local communities have a chance of benefiting from
government contracts and accomplishes what we want from an economic
development point of view," he said.

Working Out the Wages

"It's a contentious issue that I try to stay out of," said Michael Hicks, director of
the Center for Business and Economic research and associate professor of
economics in the Miller College of Business at Ball State University. Hicks
formerly was with Marshall University.

"Prevailing wage allows states to gather data on types of employment and set a
wage rate," he said. "The data they gather are inherently going to be the high-
end, unionized cost of construction."

While most of the players in the labor and contracting sphere can agree on how the law started, the fracas fires up
when discussing how the wage is set.

"The law was written that the Labor Department is supposed to survey local prevailing wages each year with a
comment period of a month, then post what the wages are going to be," Swope said. "In West Virginia, they don't.
They just ask the unions what they want next year."

Swope is a member of the Associated Builders and Contractors Inc. West Virginia, which has said the survey
processed used by the DOL to obtain wage rate data is flawed.

The ABC has said only a few surveys can be done in a single year and an area may not be re-surveyed for many
years, leaving some surveys more than 20 years old. The ABC also has claimed that real or even rumored
intervention by unions discourage participation and the survey itself leaves some gaps, such as the definition of a
locality, the categorization of nonunion workers who don't have standard union job titles and individuals counted more
than once, by an employer and a union.

"Unions don't cover every trade, and things get topsy turvy," Swope said. "For many years there wasn't a painter's
union, so painters were at $8 an hour and carpenters were at $22. It's skewed."

White said the survey process isn't perfect, but it works.

"There is no evidence of cheating on the surveys, … but not in West Virginia that we're aware of, or an accusation
even," White said. "The folks who complain about them the most are the folks who don't fill them out, and they claim
they represent the lion's share of work but they don't.

"We always say it's not a perfect survey. Surveys are not perfect, and there are probably ways to improve them, and
they have over the years, done a number of things to improve the surveys and make them easier."

Father Thomas Acker, with the organization Forward Southern West Virginia, took the issue of prevailing wage
surveys to courts which found no problem with the law.

Acker wrote an article in 2008 after participating in a "Hearing of Discovery" with the Department of Labor to
understand the details of how the prevailing wage rate is set.

"The Director of the Wage and Hour Section of DOL testified that organized labor returns 100 percent of the
questionnaires sent by DOL," Acker wrote. "Independent contractors returned 32 useful surveys last year, less than 1
percent of the 4,332 surveys sent."

Acker said the DOL made it impossible for independent contractors to compete with organized labor, which completes
its questionnaire by jurisdictions rather than counties. Acker also said independent contractors can only count their
workers if those workers are actually paid and work in that county on a contract for the year of the survey, but
organized labor lists all of its workers in every county because those workers are eligible and able to work in each
county.

Swope said he does work in Virginia, which also has a prevailing wage law, but it doesn't cause him headaches.

"They survey contractors and determine wages appropriately," Swope said. "I never have to look to see the wage
because I'm always above it.

"There's nothing wrong with having the law, but the problem I see is the distortion of the language of the law."
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Why Does it Matter?

Hicks said economists look at prevailing wage as a transfer of funds from poorer workers to more affluent workers,
but taxpayers should care because it makes the construction of public goods more expensive.

"It's not clear to me how big that transfer is," he said. "It does cost government and taxpayers more to construct
things, so if it's a dorm room at a university or an overpass to relieve congestion or paving a road downtown, all of
those things are more expensive.

"Estimates range from a very little bit, the low single digit numbers to maybe 25 percent, depending on how labor
intensive the project."

Swope said he works within prevailing wage rate laws and has gotten used to it as a contractor, but the law bothers
him as a taxpayer.

"I bid my bids the same way everyone else does, and I win them or lose them depending on how efficient I am, so as
a contractor it doesn't really apply," Swope said. "But as a taxpayer it does, and I'm a taxpayer. We could get a free
school for every four that we build, but we don't."

But White said the school argument is bunk.

"Some people believe that, just like people fight minimum wage increases, that low wages are the way to prosperity,
and I don't happen to agree," he said. "The taxpayer could save money if we would just slash wages, well there's not
a study that will bear that out. It might not be a bad hypothesis, but what you would find is the taxpayers don't save
anything."

White said skilled workers go where the money is, and lower skilled workers are not as productive, so the taxpayer
ends up paying the same.

"People say we could build four schools for the price of three, and it's fiction, it's totally untrue," he said. "People
would have to work for free, and there's not that much labor in a school."

The man behind school construction, Mark Manchin, executive director of the West Virginia School Building Authority,
said he never gives a thought to the prevailing wage because it's included into the price of what it costs to build a
school.

"It's never been on the table," he said. "We pay prevailing wage, and that's it."

But Manchin said labor is a "major part," of school construction.

"Let me put it this way, we have about $770 million in projects going on right now," he said. "Very near 50 percent of
every project is the cost of labor."

And prevailing wage aside, Manchin credits new school construction with other community benefits.

"The West Virginia Contractors Association sponsored a study by West Virginia University about four years ago, and
for every $1 we spend, it generates around $3 in goods and services.

"Not only is it beneficial because we're providing new schools for children, but it's an economic boon for the state."

Swope said he sees several benefits in the prevailing wage, because it helps him know what his costs are going to
be anywhere in West Virginia.

"It actually helps me if I decide to bid a job that's, say, a three-hour drive from where I live," he said. "I can't export
workers that far, but I know I can hire workers in Huntington and don't have to guess what my costs are going to be."

Swope said his employees love the wage but can't count on it.

"Most of the work we do is public work, and our men make more than double if it's private work, so it's not fair," he
said. "We're doing work for the Boy Scout camp in Fayetteville, … and I'm putting a superintendent on that instead of
a school in Lewisburg.

"A guy's happy making $16 an hour, then all of a sudden, he makes $40, he gets really used to that, and next year If I
can't get any public work, it hurts them."

What Can Be Done?

Swope said he turns doesn't see any changes to the law coming soon.

"I'll be 70 this summer, and I've been told since I was a kid that the unions are sacred and no one will be able to push
back, and that's proven to be true," he said.

White said doing without the law would have severe consequences.

"You can see with these studies, you end up with lower wages, … and I don't think that's a pathway to prosperity,"
White said. "Less health care paid for by the worker, and society or communities have to pick up those health care
costs, and more accidents, less training, all these other things.

"At the end of the line, it's the same per-square-foot cost — taxpayers don't save a dime."

Mark Burton, who worked with Hicks at Marshall and now is with the department of economics at the University of
Tennessee, said the law may have unintended and counterproductive impacts.
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"If a ‘prevailing wage' is actually greater than a true market wage, mandating its payment will dampen labor use," he
said. "The bottom line is that imposing laws mandating the payment of a ‘prevailing wage' are typically a bad idea,
well-intentioned as they may be."

As for Hicks, he placed a heavy weight on the health care costs that might be saved by a local government for a low
bid without a prevailing wage law that mandates health coverage. When low-wage workers no longer have employer-
based health insurance and instead receive Medicaid, the cost to the federal government may go up.

And when asked what could be done to fix the process, he took a more holistic approach to bids.

"Instead of paying a prevailing wage, I might pass legislation that says … what we're going to look at is, and of
course this is imperfect, but look at what we think the total cost to government and the taxpayers of each of the bid
models," he said. "You could go to MU and WVU and have them come up with three or four questions for a
contractor, like what is the wage rate you're paying x occupations, how many of these do you expect to have health
insurance, are there any other benefits you offer them, and a few more.

"If I were a government, I'd be willing to pay more to contractors providing employer-based health insurance, …. But I
wouldn't be willing to pay 20 percent more to somebody making $20 an hour because of the belief that that person's
wages are going to get bid down."

Back in 2008, the Public Policy Foundation of West Virginia's study had several suggestions for changing the law,
starting with eliminating it.

"However, the political reality is that repeal is an unlikely outcome," the study said. "Based on this report's analysis,
there exist potential reforms to the existing legislation, while keeping it in place, to expand employment opportunities
for West Virginians and create a system with fewer inequities and injustices."

Those suggestions included changing the way the rates are established by using data collected by the West Virginia
Tax Department, WorkForce West Virginia and the Workers Compensation System. That study also suggested
allowing exemptions to the prevailing wage for small contracts and for schools.

So just like any good feud, opponents and proponents may never agree to see eye to eye on prevailing wage, but will
hold on to the history of the battle.
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